Auto-Wand V2 offers a wirefree, rechargeable, easy to program and use solution to suit a large range of applications.

The favorite position feature allows a pre-set position to be recalled for precise alignment at a desired mid window position.
Prior to programming. Your shade should be pre-programmed. If you need to adjust a limit please go to that section. If you have fully reset your motor then you will need to start at programming check motor direction.

**Programming**

**Check motor direction**

To check travel direction of shade, press **UP** or **DOWN** on controller.

To reverse shade direction, hold both **UP** and **DOWN**.

Motor Response

Approx. 2 s/s

Approx. 0.5 s/s
### Setting Limits

Move shade to desired highest or lowest position by pressing the **UP** or **DOWN** buttons.

- **QUICK PRESS** = Step
- **LONG PRESS** = Continuous Travel

Once you are at your upper limit, hold **UP** and **STOP**.

Once you are at your lower limit, hold **DOWN** and **STOP**.

### DONE!

#### Adjusting Upper Limit

You can do this at ANY position. Shade does not need to be at the current upper limit.

- Hold **UP** and **STOP** on the controller.
- Move shade to desired position
- Hold **UP** and **STOP** on the controller.

#### Adjusting Lower Limit

You can do this at ANY position. Shade does not need to be at the current lower limit.

- Hold **DOWN** and **STOP** on the controller.
- Move shade to desired position
- Hold **DOWN** and **STOP** on the controller.
**Favorite Position**

Move shade to the desired favorite position

Hold the STOP button on the wand and the shade will jog once then release

Hold the STOP button on the switch again and the shade will jog twice.

To send the shade to your favorite position press and hold the STOP button until the shade starts to travel.

**Delete All Settings**

Hold P1 on the motor head for 3 continuous jogs

Setting Button (P1)